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Abstract
Let |F,,| be the sequence satisfying the recurrence relation F,,+2-F,ltl+F,, and F｡- 0 , F;- 1. |Fn| is called
Fibonacci sequence and each member Fn is a Fibonacci number. A huge amount of theorems and formulas about
the property of Fibonacci numbers are known.
Zeckendofs theorem is one of those theorems which asserts that every positive integer can be repre-
sented uniquely as a sum of distinct noncosecutive Fibonacci numbers.
Bunder considered the representation of negative integer and he showed that every negtive integer also
can be represented uniqely as a sum of nonconsecutive Fibonacci numbers Fn where n< 0.
In this paper we shall generalize the Bunder's theorem. Let iズ　be the sequence satisfying the recur-
rence relation ; X,,i2-aXnil+Xn where a is a positive integer and X｡- 0, X,- 1.
け
We shall show here that any integer N can be represented uniquely as follows; N=∑ a,X_., where each
ls!
a is a positive integer O≦q.≦aand if a,-athen aiH-0.
1.フイボナッチ数とゼッケンドルフの定理
次の漸化式で定義される数列硫tをフイボナッチ数列という｡
Fmtl-Fn+F..lt F,- l F2- l








































































A_21fr-i　-At2ト2+ {a - 1 )X.ik.l-X-2.
N-Xt2t-2十(a - 1 )*-サー!-X-zk
ここで, -蝣^-2*　Xlkだから,すでに示したように, 2fe>0ならば,







X2i<N<X2kH O N-X_,ト,+(#-*-*.,), A(N)-N-X.2t.iとする｡
ii. Xa.1<N<X2t O N-X_,…+(N-X_2州), A(N)-N-X--U十1とする｡
(3) N<0のときも,次の二通り｡
i. X2i.1< ¥ N¥ <X2k　^>　N-X.2i+(N-X.J, A(N)-N-X_2iとする｡



































































式(2.1)より, (α,-/? )*ォ+2 a,X.,-∑PノX-,































--360+2-109+ (-33) + (-25)
--360+2-109+(-33)+ (-33) + 8
--360+2-109+2-(-33)+10+(- 2)
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